Exploring the impact of target cell heterogeneity on HIV loads in a within-host model.
HIV can be transmitted from blood plasma or semen of an infected male. Viral loads in blood plasma are routinely measured, but the same is not true of semen. Even before drug treatment, viral loads have been shown to be different in the two body compartments (blood and genital tract), and this heterogeneity may be exacerbated by treatments using those antiretroviral drugs which have different efficacies in the two compartments. In addition to this heterogeneity, and despite highly effective drugs (in the blood) low-level viral replication is commonly reported for HIV patients as are differences in drug resistant mutation patterns in the two compartments. In this paper we investigate the effect of target cell heterogeneity between compartments on HIV viral loads using a within-host model that includes wildtype and drug resistant strains of HIV. We find that modelling target cell heterogeneity in the blood and male genital tract gives different viral loads in the two compartments prior to treatment and allows low-level viral loads to persist during therapy even if drug penetration is good. The model also allows coexistence of the two viral strains (in the absence of a mutation mechanism) with different dominance patterns in each body compartment. Our results suggest that monitoring of blood plasma viral strains may not give an accurate picture of the strains of HIV being transmitted between individuals and that continued research into the nature of HIV target cells in the male genital tract would be beneficial.